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Abstract

Fake news detection is a challenging problem
due to its tremendous real-world political and
social impacts. Recent fake news detection
works focus on learning news features from
News Propagation Graph (NPG). However, lit-
tle attention is paid to the issues of both au-
thenticity of the relationships and topology im-
balance in the structure of NPG, which trick
existing methods and thus lead to incorrec-
t prediction results. To tackle these issues,
in this paper, we propose a novel Topology
imbalance and Relation inauthenticity aware
Hierarchical Graph Attention Networks (TR-
HGAN) to identify fake news on social me-
dia. Specifically, we design a new topology
imbalance smoothing strategy to measure the
topology weight of each node. Besides, we
adopt a hierarchical-level attention mechanis-
m for graph convolutional learning, which can
adaptively identify the authenticity of relation-
ships by assigning appropriate weights to each
of them. Experiments on real-world datasets
demonstrate that TR-HGAN significantly out-
performs state-of-the-art methods.

1 Introduction

Fake news is a news article that is intentional-
ly and verifiably false and could mislead readers
(Rashkin et al., 2017; Zhou and Zafarani, 2020).
The widespread of fake news can immensely af-
fect cyberspace security and even social stability
(Lazer et al., 2018). For example, fake news “all of
Walmart’s e-commerce stores would include a pay
with litecoin option beginning October 1"1 causes
Litecoin’s prices surged by over 37% to $236 and
Bitcoin’s prices fell below $44,000 (Kogan et al.,
2021), resulting in huge losses for many investors.

Various fake news detection methods are devel-
oped to classify whether the news is fake or not,

∗∗Corresponding authors: Lingyun Song, Xuequn Shang
1https://genesisblockhk.com/fake-news-litecoin-and-

walmart-are-not-partnering-in-payments/

which can be roughly divided into news content-
based methods and social context-based method-
s. Existing news content-based methods (Qazvini-
an et al., 2011; Maddock et al., 2015; Jin et al.,
2013; Wu et al., 2015; Ma et al., 2017) typically fo-
cus on mining lexical and syntactic features (Feng
et al., 2012; Potthast et al., 2017; Conroy et al.,
2015) from news contents, ignoring the rich struc-
tural information of news propagation. To address
this limitation, social context-based methods (Yuan
et al., 2019; Yang et al., 2021; Shu et al., 2019;
Yuan et al., 2020) tend to learn the feature repre-
sentations by the structure information of News
Propagation Graph (NPG), where NPG consists of
multiple types of nodes (e.g., news, comments and
users) and relationships (e.g., follower, retweet and
friendship).
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Figure 1: Three types of unauthentic relation scenarios
on news propagation graphs (NPG). Nodes represent-
ing fake objects (e.g., news or comments) and abnor-
mal users are highlighted in red, while the unauthentic
relations are represented by dotted lines. (a) An abnor-
mal user User1 forwards a true news News3, and he
manipulates or tricks a normal user User2 to create a
fake supporting comment on a fake news News1, or
he hacks a normal user User3 to forward a fake news
News2. (b) A fake news producer User1 deletes re-
al opposing comments produced by normal users. (c)
An abnormal user User1 follows many normal users to
disguise himself.
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Although these social context-based methods
achieve promising performance, they have an ill-
advised assumption that impair the performance of
fake news detection. Specifically, they assume a
piece of news connecting with a trustworthy user
should also have high credit. However, in many
cases, the relationships in NPG can be manipulated
by users and thus are unauthentic. For example,
we present several types of unauthentic relations in
Figure 1, where a fake news creator could manipu-
late other users to create fake comments to support
the fake news, or delete real comments opposing
the fake news. This leads to inaccurate NPG with
unauthentic propagation structure, which confuses
existing social context-based methods to make an
incorrect prediction.

Besides, NPG usually has the problem of topol-
ogy imbalance: the imbalance caused by the asym-
metric and uneven topology of labeled nodes,
where the decision boundaries are driven by the
labeled nodes close to the topological class bound-
aries thus interfering with the model learning (Chen
et al., 2021). Ideally, the influence from labeled
nodes should decay with the topology distance and
also the node influence boundaries should be con-
sistent with the true class boundaries. But the
topology imbalance issue would cause the node
influence boundaries to deviate from the true class
boundaries, resulting in inaccurate results. Never-
theless, most approaches neglect this issue in NPG,
interfering with the detection results.

To tackle these issues, we propose a novel
Topology imbalance and Relation inauthentici-
ty aware Hierarchical Graph Attention Networks
(TR-HGAN) for fake news detection. We first-
ly design a topology smoothing strategy to mea-
sure the weights of labeled nodes to alleviate the
topology imbalance issue. Then we propose a
hierarchical-level attention mechanism to identi-
fy the authenticity of relations by measuring the
appropriate weights to each of them, which can
effectively reduce the influence of the inauthentic
relationships in NPG. The main contributions of
this paper are as follows:

• We study a novel topology smoothing strategy
to address the problem of topology imbalance
of NPG. To the best of our knowledge, this is
the first attempt to solve the topology imbalance
issue of the NPG during fake news detection.

• We develop a hierarchical graph attention mecha-
nism which can effectively identify the authentic-

ity of the relationships by assigning appropriate
weights to each of them.

• Experiments on three real world datasets demon-
strate that TR-HGAN achieves state-of-the-art
performances on fake news classification.

2 Related Work

Fake news detection challenges the usage of relat-
ed information (such as text content, comments,
propagation patterns, etc.) to distinguish whether a
news article is fake or not. Related works can be di-
vided into two perspectives: i) News content-based
methods; ii) Social context-based methods.

2.1 News Content-based Methods
News content-based methods concentrate on de-
signing some textual features such as content writ-
ing styles (Shu et al., 2017), lexical and syntactic
features (Feng et al., 2012; Potthast et al., 2017;
Conroy et al., 2015) to detect the truthfulness of
news articles. For instance, Potthast et al. (Potthast
et al., 2017) extracts various style features from
news contents and predict fake news and media
bias. Ma et al. (Ma et al., 2016; Yu et al., 2017)
captures news features from low-level to high-level
with deep neural networks. Although these ap-
proaches achieve good performance on fake news
detection, they focus on learning text features alone,
rarely considering whether the features can be cap-
tured by utilizing the news propagation structure.

2.2 Social Context-based Methods
Social context-based methods principally learn so-
cial interactions or information propagation struc-
tures through neural networks for further detection.
Specifically, Wu et al. (Wu et al., 2015) propose
a graph kernel-based SVM classifier that aims to
learn high-order news propagation patterns of news
articles. RvNN (Ma et al., 2018) and BiGCN (Bian
et al., 2020) are developed based on bottom-up and
top-down propagation trees for learning the embed-
ding of fake news propagation structure. Howev-
er, these tree-structured based studies don’t utilize
the social network structure information, neglect-
ing the fact that the information dissemination on
social media is essentially spread in the form of
heterogeneous graph.

To tackle these issues, (Lu and Li, 2020) con-
structs an user interaction graph to model the po-
tential interactions between users, and then de-
velop a dual co-attention mechanism to learn the
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co-influence features. Recent studies (Yang et al.,
2021; Yuan et al., 2019; Nguyen et al., 2020) for-
mulate the news propagation structure as a hetero-
geneous news propagation graph with various types
of nodes (e.g., news, comments, and users), and
then apply GNNs model to capture the structure
features for fake news detection. However, they
don’t consider the unauthentic relations and inher-
ent topology imbalance problem in the graph, and
thus may fail to detect the intentional fake news.

3 Proposed Model

The overall architecture of TR-HGAN is shown in
Figure 2, which involves four main components:
i) NPG Construction; ii) Text Embedding; iii) Hi-
erarchical Graph Attention Network that consist-
s of topology imbalance smoothing strategy and
hierarchical-level attention strategy; and iv) Fake
news classification. Next, we describe each part of
TR-HGAN in detail.

3.1 NPG Construction

Let M = {m1,m2, ...,m|M|} be a set of news
articles on social media, where mi is the i-th
news articles and |M| is the number of news. Let
C(mi) = {c1, c2, ..., cn} be a set of comments of
mi, U = {u1, u2, ..., u|U|} be a set of users who
create news or comments. To illustrate our moti-
vation, we construct a heterogeneous news propa-
gation graph (NPG) denoted as G = (V, E), where
V = M∪ U ∪ C covers the sets of news articles,
users and comments, E involves different relation-
ships between nodes. An example of the NPG is
shown in the left of Figure 2, where two nodes
are connected if they have posting/commenting
relationships. Specially, there would be an edge
between two news nodes if they share similar
neighbors but irrelevant content. Users are con-
nected if they have follower/comment the same
news/followee relationships.

3.2 Text Embedding

To obtain the text representation for each news
article, we apply CNN (Chen, 2015; Grefenstette
et al., 2014) and multi-head self-attention (Vaswani
et al., 2017) to obtain the text representation for
each text, which is the same as the existing state-of-
the-art fake news detection approaches, i.e. GLAN
(Yuan et al., 2019) and CGAT (Yang et al., 2021).

Given a source news mi and its comments C =
{c1, c2, ..., cn}. Firstly, we capture initial sequence

feature fmi ∈ Rd of news mi with CNN. By the
same way, the feature fcj ∈ Rd of each comment
cj can be extracted. Then we refine the coher-
ence semantic representation between comments
and source news by using multi-head self-attention
to capture dependencies across news content and
comments. From the above operation, the final text
feature f̂mi for each news and f̂cj for each com-
ment can be extracted. The initial feature f̂uk of
user node uk can be calculated by the user profile
data (such as friends count, followers count, status
count, etc.).

3.3 Hierarchical Graph Attention Network
3.3.1 Topology Imbalance Smoothing

Strategy
To tackle the topology imbalance problem in NPG,
we propose a strategy of smoothing the topology
structure to alleviate the resulting problems. We
assume that if a labeled news node mi ∈ V en-
counters strong influence from the other labeled
neighbor nodes, the node mi owns great influence
and is close to topological class boundaries. In
other words, the influence of labeled nodes should
decay with the topology distance. To measure how
topologically close node mi is to the center of the
class it belongs to, we calculate the topology lo-
cation value Tm by measuring the expectation of
message-passing probability between the node mi

and its neighbors when node mi randomly walks
across the entire graph:

Tm = Ex∼Pm,:[
∑

j∈[1,s],j 6=ym

1

|Sj |
∑
i∈Sj

Pi,x], (1)

where ym is the ground-truth label of node mi. Pm
indicates the personalized PageRank probability
(Page et al., 1999) vector for the node mi, which
can be viewed as the distribution of influence ex-
erted outward from each mi. Pi,x indicates the
probability from mi to mx. Sj represents the train-
ing sets for different classes, where s is the number
of classes. The normalization item 1

|Sj | is added
to make the influence from the different classes
comparable when computing conflict.

The larger the topology location value Tm of
mi, the more topologically closer to class bound-
aries the node mi. Figure 2.(A) apparently shows
that it can decrease the training weights of labeled
nodes c2 and increase the weights of labeled nodes
u4 close to the fake news mi, thus relieving the
topology-imbalance issue. Inspired by the study
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Figure 2: The architecture of TR-HGAN. According to the given Input Sample, we construct a News Propagation
Graph (NPG) which consists of multiple types of nodes and relations. Topology Imbalance Smoothing Strategy
can increase the weight of great influence node and decrease the weight of week influence one, and finally get the
topology weight for each node. Hierarchical-level Attention Strategy can adaptively identify the authenticity of
the relationship by assigning appropriate weight aτij for each edge, where i, j indicate the nodes in NPG, and τ
indicates the type of node (i.e. news, comment, user). For simplicity of description, we give the graph learning of
one-hop neighbors of mi as an example in Hierarchical-level Attention Strategy. For fake news detection, we only
extract the topology weights and features of the news node mi for final classification. The initial feature of each
node is extracted through Text Embedding.

(Chen et al., 2021), in order to promote the train-
ing weights of nodes for effective model learning,
we also train node weights based on their topology
location values by:

wm=wmin+
wmax−wmin

2
(1+cos

Rank(Tm)

|Y |
π),

(2)
wherewm is the modified training weight for mi,
wmin, wmax indicates the lower bound and upper
bound of the weight correction factor, Y is the
set of labeled news article nodes, Rank(Tm) is
the ranking order of Tm from the smallest to the
largest.

3.3.2 Hierarchical-level Attention Strategy
Considering nodes u,m, c are three different types
of nodes belong to the different semantic spaces,
the GCN (Kipf and Welling, 2016) cannot be direct-
ly applied to the NPG due to the node heterogeneity
issue. Surprised by the recent work on heteroge-
neous graph convolution (Linmei et al., 2019), we
employ a hierarchical attention mechanism to learn

the representation of each node. Specifically, to
alleviate the negative effects of those unauthen-
tic relations, we adjust the weights between two
nodes by type-level attention and node-level atten-
tion learning.

1) Node-level attention. For each type of nodes
(e.g., node with type τ , where τ ∈ {u,m, c}), we
firstly design the type-specific transformation ma-
trix M τ to project the features of different types
of nodes into the same feature space. Take the
news article node mi as an example, given the in-
put feature vectors f̂mi

, the projection process can
be shown as:

h
′
mi

= M τ · f̂mi
. (3)

Similarly, the initial features of each comment and
each user can be projected as h

′
cj , h

′
uk

, respectively.
Thus, the initial input features of the node-level
attention layer are the h

′
cj , h

′
uk

, h
′
mi

.
In the face of fake news detection, the target node

is the news article node mi ∈ M with the type τ .
The neighbors of it belong to V ∈ {M,U , C} with
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the type τ
′
. Given a node pair (mi, vj), where

vj ∈ V , we design the node-level attention to get
the weight coefficient different neighboring nodes
via:

ατij = softmax
(
σ(µτ [h

′

mi
||h′

vj
])
)
, (4)

where µτ is the attention parameter for the type
τ , || means concatenation operation, σ(·) denotes
LeakyReLU function. Then, the type-level node
Vτmi

on graph can be aggregated by the neighbor’s
projected features with the corresponding weights
as follows:

Vτmi
= σ(

∑
vj∈V

ατij · h
′
vj ). (5)

2) Type-level attention. Through the node-level
attention, we fuse information from neighbor nodes
with the same type into the representation of a type-
level node. Different types of nodes contain type-
specific information, which requires us to learn the
importance of different node types. Thus, we adopt
the type-level attention to learn the weights of news
article nodes mi from all types of nodes by:

βτmi
= softmax

(
σ(W [Vτmi

||Mmi])
)
, (6)

where W is the weight matrix. Finally, we incor-
porate all type-level nodes to get the final represen-
tation hmi of the target news node mi:

hmi =
∑
τ

βτmi
· Vτ

mi . (7)

3.4 Fake News Classification
For the target news mi, we aim at learning an in-
ference function f : G → Y to predict whether it
is fake or not. After the above procedures, we get
the structure features hmi , as well as its coherence-
based sentence representation f̂mi

, and then con-
catenate them as final features. Then the final rep-
resentations of news are fed to softmax classifier
based on fully-connected layers to obtain category
probability ŷi:

ŷmi
= softmax(W [hmi; f̂mi] + b). (8)

Finally, the cross-entropy loss is used as the opti-
mization objective function for fake news detection:

L(Θ) = − 1

|Y |
∑
m∈Y

wm

s∑
j=1

yjmi
log ŷjmi

, (9)

where ym is the gold probability of fake news class,
s is the number of classes and Θ represents all
parameters of the model.

4 Results and Discussion

4.1 Datasets

In order to evaluate the performance of TR-
HGAN, we conduct experiments on three bench-
mark datasets: Weibo (Ma et al., 2016), Twitter15
(Liu et al., 2015) and Twitter16 (Ma et al., 2017).
Table 1 gives statistics of the three datasets. The
Weibo dataset contains binary labels, i.e., fake news
(FR) and non-fake news (NR), whereas Twitter15
and Twitter16 datasets have four types of labels,
i.e., fake news (FR), non-fake news (NR), unver-
ified news (UR), and true news (TR), where the
label true news denotes a news article that debunks
the fake news. For a fair comparison, for each
dataset, we randomly select 10% of the dataset as
the validation subset, and divide the rest data into
training and testing subsets with a ratio of 3:1.

Statistic Weibo Twitter15 Twitter16
source news 4664 1490 818
fake news 2313 370 205

non-fake news 2351 374 205
unverified news 0 374 203

true news 0 372 205
users 2,746,818 276,663 173,487

comments 3,805,656 331,612 204,820

Table 1: Dataset statistics.

4.2 Baselines

To highlight performance superiority of the pro-
posed TR-HGAN, we select a series of state-of-the-
art methods as baselines. The first two methods
try to capture fake news features by using content-
based structure. The next six methods extract fake
news features through social contexts-based struc-
ture, among which, the first four methods are tree-
structured models and the last two models are pure
heterogeneous graph-based approaches. They are
described as follows:

• SVM-TS (Ma et al., 2015): An SVM model
that utilizes time-series to model the variation of
hand-crafted features of news.

• GRU (Ma et al., 2016): A RNN-based model
that captures the temporal contextual informa-
tion of relevant retweets or comments.

• RvNN (Ma et al., 2018): A tree-structured recur-
sive neural method that learns fake news features
via the news propagation structure.
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• PPC (Liu and Wu, 2018): A propagation-based
approach that detect fake news with a combina-
tion of recurrent and convolutional networks.

• Bi-GCN (Bian et al., 2020): A novel Bi-
directional model that explores fake news char-
acteristics by operating on both top-down and
bottom-up propagation of fake news.

• EBGCN (Wei et al., 2021): A propagation-
based method that adaptively rethinks the relia-
bility of latent edge-wise relations.

• CGAT (Yang et al., 2021): An end-to-end graph-
based framework that jointly exploits text and
structure information by using graph adversarial
learning framework.

• GLAN (Yuan et al., 2019): A graph-based
method that encodes contextual information
and global structural information by adopting
a global-local attention network.

4.3 Experimental Setup

For fair comparison, we adopt the same evaluation
metrics used in the prior studies (Yuan et al., 2019;
Bian et al., 2020; Wei et al., 2021), we also add
accuracy (Acc.), precision (Prec.), recall (Rec.) and
F1 score as the evaluation metrics.

For text embedding step, for each source news
mi, we truncate the text if its length is larger than
150 words and pad zero if the length is smaller than
150. All word embeddings of the model are initial-
ized with the 300-dimensional word vectors, which
is released by (Yuan et al., 2019). The convolution-
al kernel size k is set to (4, 5, 6) with 100 kernels
for each kind of size. Therefore, the final text repre-
sentation fmi

∈ Rd of news mi are concatenated
by all feature vectors fkmi

obtained by differen-
t filters. Besides, the parameters wmin, wmax at
topology imbalance smoothing strategy is set to
[0.25, 0.5, 0.75], [1.25, 1.5, 1.75], respectively.

4.4 Performance Efficiency

Table 2 and Table 3 show the results of fake
news detection on Weibo, Twitter15 and Twitter16
datasets. We bold the best performance of each
column in tables, from where we can observe so-
cial context-based methods outperform those news
content-based methods using only textual features,
which reveals the superiority of learning high-level
representations for detecting fake news.

Method Class Acc. Prec. Rec. F1

SVM-TS
NR

0.857
0.878 0.830 0.857

FR 0.839 0.885 0.861

GRU
NR

0.910
0.952 0.864 0.906

FR 0.876 0.956 0.914

RvNN
NR

0.908
0.912 0.897 0.905

FR 0.904 0.918 0.911

PPC
NR

0.921
0.949 0.889 0.918

FR 0.896 0.962 0.923

BiGCN
NR

0.935
0.925 0.943 0.933

FR 0.951 0.887 0.917

CGAT
NR

0.939
0.938 0.942 0.941

FR 0.939 0.938 0.935

GLAN
NR

0.948
0.937 0.957 0.947

FR 0.967 0.934 0.950

TR-HGAN NR 0.963 0.957 0.964 0.960
FR 0.962 0.961 0.960

Table 2: Fake news detection results on Weibo dataset.

In addition, TR-HGAN performs better than
the tree-structured based methods (e.g., RvNN, P-
PC, BiGCN, EBGCN). It can attribute that tree-
structured methods neglect the messages are spread
by a graph structure (i.e., constructed with source
news, comments and users) rather than a tree struc-
ture (i.e., only constructed with source news and
retweets), which limit the learning of high-level
features.

Moreover, the proposed TR-HGAN outperform-
s state-of-the-art graph-based GLAN on three
datasets. Specifically, as Table 2 shows, TR-HGAN
achieves improvement of 1.5% on Weibo, com-
paring with the best baseline GLAN in terms of
accuracy. We can also find TR-HGAN obtains
2.5% and 1.7% improvements than the best model
on accuracy over all metrics across Twitter15 and
Twitter16, respectively. We discuss the fact for t-
wo main reasons. First, TR-HGAN considers the
inherent unauthentic relations and rich structural
features in the news propagation graph. Second,
unlike CGAT and GLAN, TR-HGAN pays more
attention to the node topology imbalance problem
on NPG, which helps improve our models much
more.

4.5 Ablation Study

In this part, we test the performance of TR-HGAN
variants with different configurations, including:

• TR-HGAN w/o Text: it only uses source news
texts for fake news classification.

• TR-HGAN w/o C: it removes the news com-
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Twitter15 Twitter16

Method
Acc.

NR FR TR UR
Acc.

NR FR TR UR
F1 F1 F1 F1 F1 F1 F1 F1

SVM-TS 0.544 0.796 0.472 0.404 0.483 0.574 0.755 0.420 0.571 0.526
GRU 0.646 0.792 0.574 0.608 0.592 0.633 0.772 0.489 0.686 0.593
RvNN 0.723 0.682 0.758 0.821 0.654 0.737 0.662 0.743 0.835 0.708
PPC 0.842 0.811 0.875 0.818 0.790 0.863 0.820 0.898 0.843 0.837
BiGCN 0.886 0.891 0.860 0.930 0.864 0.880 0.847 0.869 0.937 0.865
EBGCN 0.891 0.864 0.892 0.916 0.867 0.915 0.868 0.899 0.924 0.901
GLAN 0.904 0.922 0.915 0.857 0.923 0.895 0.910 0.875 0.851 0.941
TR-HGAN 0.929 0.930 0.928 0.925 0.935 0.932 0.923 0.910 0.932 0.949

Table 3: Fake news detection results on Twitter15 and Twitter16 datasets.
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Figure 3: TR-HGAN ablation analysis results on three datasets in terms of Accuracy and F1.

ments, leaving the source news nodes and users
nodes in NPG for fake news detection.

• TR-HGAN w/o U: it removes the users, leaving
the source news and comments in graph for fake
news detection.

• TR-HGAN w/o NC: it removes the edges be-
tween source news and comments.

• TR-HGAN w/o HN: it uses graph convolution-
al network (GCN) (Kipf and Welling, 2016) to
encode the graph structure NPG.

• TR-HGAN w/o TI: it removes the topology im-
balance smoothing strategy module for fake
news classification.

The comparison results of F1 and accuracy are
shown in Figure 3. We can observe that all the
other methods outperform TR-HGAN w/o Text, in-
dicating the structure features are important for
fake news detection. When we try to remove the
information in NPG, the performance apparently
decreases (i.e. TR-HGAN w/o C and TR-HGAN w/o
NC) which indicating that the social-aware struc-
ture features indeed benefits the performance of
fake news detection.

Moreover, TR-HGAN w/o TI models the graph
structure without considering the topology imbal-
ance problem, resulting the performance drops
rapidly, which shows the importance of measur-
ing topology imbalance. Furthermore, the perfor-
mance of TR-HGAN w/o HN gets worse when don’t
consider the heterogeneity and the unauthentic re-
lations of NPG.

4.6 Early Detection

Early fake news detection aims to detect fake news
at the early stage of propagation, which is especial-
ly critical for restricting the dissemination scope of
fake news. The earlier the detection deadline, the
less propagation information such as comments and
users are available. To evaluate the performance
on early fake news detection, we set up a series of
detection deadlines [0h, 2h, 4h, 6h, 8h, 12h, 24h].

Figure 4 shows that the proposed TR-HGAN
reaches relatively high accuracy at a very early pe-
riod after the source news initial broadcast. Specifi-
cally, TR-HGAN achieves 94% accuracy on Weibo,
87.2% accuracy on Twitter15 and 84.9% on Twit-
ter16 within 2 hours, which is much faster than
other models. This is because TR-HGAN takes the
reliability of relations in NPG into account by mea-
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Figure 4: The performance of early fake news detection
on three datasets in terms of Accuracy.

suring the importance between different nodes. Be-
sides, TR-HGAN consistently achieves relatively
high accuracy score on all datasets than other mod-
els at each deadline. This is because TR-HGAN
considers the problem of topology imbalance and
unauthentic relations in NPG. In the model, the
importance of each node can be measured by topol-
ogy imbalance smoothing strategy, which boosts
the performance of detecting results. Second, the
unauthentic relations can be refined by the hierar-
chical attention mechanism, which helps identify
unreliable relationships and reduce the noisy of
problem nodes in time, so as to detect the authen-
ticity of news as soon as possible.

4.7 Case Study

To further illustrate why our model outperforms
state-of-the-art baseline GLAN (Yuan et al., 2019),
we randomly sample two fake news from Twitter15
dataset. As depicted in Figure 5, the news, com-
ments and corresponding users are formulated as
nodes and relations are modeled as edges in NPG.
As shown in the left of Figure 5, we observe that
comment c3 is irrelevant with news m1 although
replying, which reveals the ubiquity of unauthentic
relations among news in the NPG and it is neces-
sary to consider the inauthenticity caused by these
unauthentic relations.

The right of Figure 5 indicates the construct-
ed weighted NPG. For a target node m1, existing
graph-based models (e.g., GLAN, CGAT) always
generate the feature representation of m1 by ag-
gregating the information of its all neighbors ac-
cording to seemingly authentic edges. However,
edge between node m1 and c3 would bring noise
features and limit the learning of useful features
for fake news detection. The proposed TR-HGAN
can successfully weaken the negative effect of this
unauthentic edge by hierarchical-level attention net-
work. Besides, the target fake news node m1 will
affect the class boundary shift of its neighbors due
to the topology imbalance of NPG. Thus, the topol-
ogy imbalance smoothing strategy is adopted to
decrease the weights of those useless nodes and
strengthen the weights of important nodes close to
target node. Accordingly, the TR-HGAN is capa-
ble of learning more conducive features and can
enhance the robustness of results.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we have studied the unauthentic re-
lations and topology imbalance issue in the news
propagation structure from a weight learning per-
spective on fake news detection. We propose
a topology imbalance and relation inauthentici-
ty aware hierarchical graph attention networks
(TR-HGAN) to capture robust structural features.
Specifically, we design a topology imbalance s-
moothing strategy to address the problem of topolo-
gy imbalance in NPG by increasing the weight of n-
odes with great influence and decreasing the weight
of nodes with week influence. Besides, we devel-
op a hierarchical graph attention mechanism for
graph convolutional learning, which can adaptive-
ly measure the authenticity of the relationships by
assigning appropriate weight to each relationship,
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Figure 5: The case study. Left shows two fake news sampled from Twitter15. The comment c3 is the irrelevant
one towards propagation of news m1 but included in. (a) is the constructed NPG based on the news propagation
structure. (b) shows the result of case study. The proposed TR-HGAN can measure the topology weight of each
node to increase the weights of important nodes close to the class centers and decrease the weights of nodes close
to class boundary. In addition, TR-HGAN adaptively adjust the weights of edges in NPG to strengthen the effect
of authentic edges and weaken the effect of unauthentic edges.

thus effectively reduce the influence of the unau-
thentic relations. Extensive experiments conducted
on three commonly benchmark datasets demon-
strate that our model can significantly surpass the
state-of-the-art baselines on both fake news classi-
fication and early detection tasks.
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